
Rule Britannia, 
Britannia waives 
the rules…

they occupied Newcastle and Durham 
– that’s worth around £150,000 in 
today’s money. Per day! I did mention 
this was all complicated – and, as 
always with exposés of Establishment 
skulduggery, it’s important to ‘follow 
the money’…

As wE All know, jolly old Great Britain™ has warm 
and cuddly ex-pat communities all over the world 

while citizens of other nations reciprocally living in the 
UK are less warm and cuddly and are, more threateningly, 
designated as immigrants or aliens. It seems that 
this British Nationalist obsession with aliens is a 
recurring theme – were we not warned, prior to our 2014 
Independence Referendum, that an independent scotland 
would be at greater risk of being invaded by those other 
aliens, the little green monster extra-terrestrial types? 
(strange but true, courtesy of the then UK Defence 
secretary, and recently resigned Chancellor, Philip 
Hammond, when he claimed an independent scotland 
would face a greater threat from space – get a grip!) But, 
if we look even further back, to the early 1700s, it was 
us rebellious scots who were threatened with actually 
becoming aliens simply to suit the purposes of our 
superior English neebs…

It’s a complicated era of our history, but the root causes 
of many of the events in the early 1700s can be traced 
back to the religious, military and royal shenanigans of 
the 1500s, culminating in the Union of the Crowns in 
1603. James the VI and I had initially favoured uniting the 
parliaments of scotland and England too, but this found 
no great support on either side of the border. However, 
it was when his son, Charles I, acceded to the throne in 
1625 that the relationship between scotland and England 
began to get even more confused than it had previously 
been. Charles, (incidentally, the last British monarch to 
be born in scotland), wasn’t very popular in England due 
to his disregard for their parliament – between 1629 and 
1640 he ruled England without one! – and his ambivalent 
attitude to Catholicism (he married a Catholic) in the 
face of the English Reformation. when he began to try 
and influence religious affairs in scotland too this was 
violently resisted, forcing Charles to send his army North 
to ‘sort out’ the scots. A scottish army firstly repelled 
Charles’ troops at Berwick in 1639, in the so-called 
Bishops war. Then, when he came back for another go 
the following year, his efforts were eventually ended 
when the scottish army was victorious at the Battle 
of Newburn and captured Newcastle and the county 
of Durham, whereupon Charles decided maybe he’d 
best leave scottish religious matters to the scots. The 
subsequent Treaty of Ripon decreed that Charles would 
recompense the scots at the rate of £850 for each day 
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friendship towards scotland – anyone else remember 
“Don’t leave the Union, lead the Union”? – isn’t only a 
recent phenomenon!

But what really brought about this desire to bring 
scotland into the political fold? why was the complete 
unification of Britannia deemed to be a good thing for 
either England or scotland? As today, the two countries 
appeared to be entirely, and increasingly, at odds. 
There was no agreement on religion, no agreement on 
monarchy, and no agreement on foreign allies. England, 
outwardly, thought scotland a poor and impoverished 
country – despite scotland having zero national debt in 
contrast to England’s £2.5 billion (in today’s money) – and 
was wary of the military threat afforded by scotland’s 
Auld Alliance with France, viewing scotland as a ‘rogue 
nation’. It’s only a short hop from describing us as a ‘rogue 
nation’ to designating our citizens as ‘alien nationals’ 
and the English Parliament seized upon the notion in 
order to force the scottish nobility towards accepting 
a full political and monarchical union with England. As 
iScot Magazine demonstrated last month, in our Darien 
feature, the scottish elite of the time gladly took up 
the opportunity of having their personal Darien losses 
refunded, and their lands in England retained, in return 
for scotland (the country, and all its citizens) assuming 
a share of that English national debt – it’s worth recalling 
again Rabbie’s famous line, “we’re bought and sold for 
English gold, sic a parcel o rogues in a nation”!

Agreements? Treaties? International accords? Rules? 
These have never applied to Britannia, jolly old Great 
Britain™, and that arrogance and sense of entitlement 
carries on to the present day. The parallels with Brexit, 
the British Nationalist response to the second scottish 
Independence Referendum triple mandate, and even 
the Tory leadership fiasco, are uncanny. Today, those 
who hold differing opinions or nationalities are routinely 
‘othered’ by the British Establishment, just as we scots 
were othered and designated as ‘aliens’ to help enforce 
a Treaty of Union that the people of scotland rejected 
overwhelmingly over 300 years ago. This is precisely the 

Anyway, Charles’ uneasy relationship with scotland was 
nothing compared to his relationship with the English 
Parliament which would eventually result in the English 
Civil war. led by Oliver Cromwell, the ‘New Model Army’ 
was formed by English parliamentarians in order to 
defeat their royalist opposition and remove Charles 
from power. As with most dictators, Cromwell appears 
to have exceeded his remit by spilling the English Civil 
war over into scotland in 1650 because the scots had 
the audacity to name Charles’ son, Charles II, as King 
after the English had executed his father – Cromwell 
had effectively abolished the monarchy in England and 
declared ‘The Commonwealth of England’. In 1652 the 
English Parliament unilaterally decided that scotland 
would also be part of this Commonwealth – anyone 
else experiencing déjà vu here? This was never to be 
formally ratified, though that didn’t stop Cromwell 
from occupying scotland, forcing Charles into exile, 
and abolishing the scottish Parliament. A particularly 
unsettling 10-year period followed but eventually 
scotland returned to normality in 1660 when Charles II 
was restored to the throne, and the scottish Parliament 
was reconvened the following year.

The cross-border political, religious and monarchical 
machinations continued to rumble on however and, in 
1701, in order to ensure that England would never again, 
under any circumstances, have a Catholic monarch, 
the English Parliament passed its Act of settlement. 
Unsurprisingly, despite the Union of the Crowns 
agreement being in force for almost a century, they didn’t 
take any heed of scotland’s opposition to this decree. The 
scottish Parliament’s response was to formulate its own 
Act of security, which passed in 1704, asserting scotland’s 
right to choose its own monarch, irrespective of religion, 
as Queen Anne’s eventual successor. And this is where 
the effluent appears to have really hit the fan as far as 
England was concerned!

Historian william Ferguson, writing in The Scottish 
Historical Review in 1964, explains that, on acceding to 
the throne, Queen Anne (the last of the stuart monarchs) 
had devolved the task of looking after ‘scottish affairs’ 
to her English parliamentarians, in particular her lord 
Treasurer, lord Godolphin. Ferguson describes him as, 
“An able financier but not an outstanding statesman, he 
knew little of scotland and cared less … His one policy 
for scotland was to keep it quiet and subservient, and 
the less troublesome the means the better.” Karin Bowie, 
writing in the same journal some 40 years later cites 
Ferguson as having “argued that Union was a ‘political job’ 
in which the Court used economic incentives, patronage 
and bribery to secure the passage of the Union treaty 
in the scottish Parliament to satisfy English political 
imperatives”. Hmm…

The UK Parliament’s official website, www.parliament.
uk, records that there were two proposals put before 
the English Parliament in 1705: “One offered fresh 
negotiations for a full incorporating union [with scotland], 
with a single parliament and unified free trade area. The 
other, an aliens bill, threatened that unless scotland 
agreed to negotiate terms for union and accepted the 
Hanoverian succession by 25 December 1705, there would 
be a ban on the import of all scottish staple products 
into England. scots would also lose the privileges of 
Englishmen under English law - thus endangering rights 
to any property they held in England.” In other words, 
we could agree peacefully to lose our nationhood and 
be wholly ruled from london, politically and royally, or 
we would become alien nationals with no rights to own 
land in, or to conduct trade within, England. Aye, the old 
‘carrot and stick’ approach to diplomacy. looks like our 
southern neighbours’ reputation for fair play, love and 
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kind of history that we were 
never taught in school, but 
Bowie writes that, in the 
lead-up to that Union being 
‘agreed’, “Pro-unionists 
rejected any suggestion 
that parliamentary 
representatives were 
required to follow the 
instructions of their 
constituents”, while 
Ferguson concludes, “it 
cannot be regarded as a 
natural consummation or 
even a triumph for honesty 
and right reason”. Aye, 
some things never change 
right enough – now, as 
then, Britannia waives the 
rules.
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